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Standard Commercial Business 
 

QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion AnswerAnswerAnswerAnswer 

1. Are office computers that are being taken to employees’ homes, 

mobile phones and fixed equipment covered? 

Temporary cover is provided on the policy for now. No additional excess and no additional 

premium loading will be applied. Transit cover to the home and back to the office will be 

included but Theft in Transit is excluded. Please note that cover for unexplained theft is not 

provided – it must be a specific identifiable incident.  

Security precautions must be taken by employees to protect equipment and, should an 

employee have an alarm, the Burglar Alarm Warranty will apply. 

2. If a customer is forced to cancel all cover on their policy other than 

motor, will unsupported cover be provided? 

Unsupported motor cover will be provided.  

3. As a result of malls shutting down, is cover available for lost rent and 

income? Is cover available for interest that will have to be paid to 

banks? 

Cover under the standard commercial policy does not exist. This is a pure financial loss. 

4. To which product will the COVID-19 endorsement exclusion apply 

and how will it be implemented? 

The endorsement applies to all products and will form part of all our new and renewal 

business. 

 

5. Will you be able to help fleet owners who have to park (Laid Up cover) 

most of their fleet by considering a reduced premium? Will you 

consider static fire risk cover? 

Yes, we can assist and will consider each case on its merits and will take loss ratio into 

account. 

Yes, we can consider static fire risks. Any premium adjustment will only apply whilst the 

vehicle remains static. If, however, vehicles leave the premises, normal premium applies. All 

terms and conditions remain the same.     

Accumulation risks to be underwritten by Bryte.    

6. What is the company policy on unpaid premiums? When will you 

cancel a policy? Can the outstanding premium be paid over a period? 

Are you able to assist with premium finance? 

We are guided by the NBFIRA regulation in terms of premium payment. Unfortunately, we are 

unable to assist with premium finance as we are not licenced to do so.  
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7. Is it possible for the policy to lie dormant for a period without cover 

and then reinstate? 

Yes, we can consider each case on its merits, always taking the loss ratio into account. Claims 

that arise during this period will not be entertained. 

8. Will Bryte reinstate cover if a client has not paid two or more months’ 

premium? 

Yes, we can consider each case on its merits, always taking the loss ratio into account. Claims 

that arise during this period will not be entertained. 

9. Are you able to assist event companies with a discounted premium 

as, due to COVID-19, they will have no events and will merely have a 

static risk? 

Yes, we can consider each case on its merits, always taking the loss ratio into account.     

10. Will you provide an extension for Risk Improvement Actions due to 

COVID-19 issues?  

No general extension will be applied. Extensions must be authorised by the Underwriting 

Manager and each case will be considered on its own merits taking the type of risk category 

and loss ratio into account. 

11. Will unoccupied buildings be covered? Standard policy wordings allow 60 days’ cover for unoccupied buildings beyond what is 

provided in the policy wording will not be considered. 

12. Is COVID-19 covered under the BI section of your standard 

commercial policy and will you consider any new requests for 

COVID-19 cover? 

Cover under the Bryte Commercial Policy does not exist, and we will not consider new 

requests for cover as this is no longer a fortuitous risk. 

13. How will burglar alarm warranties be handled, should armed 

response employees not be deemed essential. 

In the event of a claim, each case will have to be considered on its merit subject to clarification 

being received on whether security firms will be allowed to operate. 

14. In the light of the situation globally, please advise whether our 

insureds will be able to place their insurance on hold for a minimum 

of 3 months. 

Yes, we will but claims that arise during this period will not be entertained. 

15. Attorneys have informed us that their clients will be lodging claims 

under their policies related to COVID-19. Who will respond to the 

attorneys to confirm our position? 

Our position is that each fully formulated claim will be treated on its own merits.  

16. Will you circulate a list of contactable people during this period? Our contact numbers, emails and systems – as well as the referral/escalation process – will 

continue to operate during this period. 
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17. What is the expected SLA during this period in terms of claims? Our SLA will operate as normal, however as a result of the lockdown in South Africa, cross 

border travel has been severely restricted, and this has already negatively impacted on motor 

claims (no parts are being ordered by Dealerships and will only be reviewed again on 30 April 

2020). Specialists service providers (forensics, advocates and the like cannot travel to 

Botswana due to quarantine. All these restrictions are out of our control and will have an 

impact on our claims services. Customers will be expected to take all reasonable precautions 

to minimise losses. 

18. Please can you confirm that all insured items will be covered should 

there be a lockdown against looting, break-ins and destruction? 

All claims will be dealt with in terms of the cover provided, subject to the terms and conditions 

of the policy wording.  

19. How will we contact claims employees during the lockdown? Direct lines will be diverted to cell phones and our switchboard will be operational. Escalation 

to managers will continue as usual.  

20. Will the switchboard continue to function? Our switchboard will continue to operate as normal. 

21. May clients change cover on vehicles from Comprehensive to TP 

only for the lockdown period as vehicles will not be used during this 

time? 

We can only accommodate this request in instances where vehicles are not financed. 

22. During the lockdown will the service providers on your panel continue 

to operate during the lockdown period (e.g. panel beaters, towing 

services, etc.)?  

Only emergency services will be available during the lockdown period if deemed to be an 

essential service.     

23. How will you manage AOLs where customers cannot sign 

documents? Will you consider an email as confirmation?  

For current claims, we will accept email confirmation and a copy of the bank statement to 

verify bank details. 
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Specialist Lines of BusinessSpecialist Lines of BusinessSpecialist Lines of BusinessSpecialist Lines of Business    

 

QuestionQuestionQuestionQuestion AnswerAnswerAnswerAnswer 

1. Are office computers that are being taken to employees’ homes, 

mobile phones and fixed equipment covered? 

Under Electronic Equipment, unless otherwise stated, the cover in respect of laptops, 

palmtops and other similar portable units is applicable worldwide. Policy terms and 

conditions remain applicable and all claims will be settled in terms of the policy wording. 

 

Fixed Equipment: 

Temporary cover is provided on the policy and is in force until 30 April, for now. 

No additional excess and no additional premium loading will be applied. 

Transit cover to the home and back to the office will be included but Theft in Transit is 

excluded. 

Please note that cover for unexplained theft is not provided – it must be a specific identifiable 

incident. 

Security precautions must be taken by employees to protect equipment and, should an 

employee have an alarm, the Burglar Alarm Warranty will apply. 

2. Engineering: Force majeure: Unforeseeable circumstances that 

prevent someone from fulfilling a contract. There are dozens of 

circumstances or events that we class as examples of force majeure. 

War, riots, earthquakes, hurricanes, lightning and explosions, 

for example, are force majeure events. The term also includes energy 

blackouts, unexpected legislation, lockouts, slowdowns and strikes. 

Should construction work be stopped as a result of the above, please 

answer the following in terms of the policy: 

a) Is the contract still covered whilst no work takes place for an 

extended period of time? 

Yes, the policy is in force for the duration as stipulated in the period of insurance subject to the 

terms and conditions of the policy. However, the following clauses are noted: 

• The Insurers will not indemnify the Insured for loss or damage due to total cessation of total cessation of total cessation of total cessation of 

work and abandonmentwork and abandonmentwork and abandonmentwork and abandonment of the Insured Contract for a period exceeding 90 consecutive 

days. 

• Prevention of lossPrevention of lossPrevention of lossPrevention of loss: The Insured shall exercise reasonable care to prevent liability loss or 

damage against which the insurer indemnifies the Insured. 
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b) Is there cover for loss of income as a result of the above? The indemnity is for accidental physical loss of or damage to the Insured Property. 

 

In addition, the following is noted: 

• The Insurers will not indemnify the Insured for consequential loss other than as provided 

for elsewhere in this insurance. 

• This policy does not cover liquidated damages or penalties for delay or detention or in 

connection with Guarantees Performance or Efficiency.  

c) Furthermore, should the construction contract be placed on hold 

as a result of such measures, and the policy needs to be 

extended, would additional premium be charged?  

In the event that the insured contract is not completed by the end of this period the policy 

may, in consideration of terms and conditions to be agreed with Insurers, remain in full force 

and effect for an additional period necessary to achieve completion. 

d) Is there anything stated within the insurance policy/policy 

wording referring specifically to Force majeureForce majeureForce majeureForce majeure? 

There is no specific reference to the term ‘force majeure’ in the policy. 

3. Where contractors are unable to perform their cross-border 

contracts – due to the border being closed – will the contract works 

policy cover the cost for delays and penalties? 

• The indemnity is for accidental, physical loss of or damage to the Insured Property. 

• This policy does not cover liquidated damages or penalties for delay or detention or in 

connection with Guarantees Performance or Efficiency.  

 


